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Symposium
Discretionary Limits in Local Land-Use Control
Introduction; The Harms and Benefits of Nollan and Dolan
Richard A. Epstein ...............................

477

This address explores the contributions made by Nollan v. Califonzia Coastal
Commission and Dolan v. City of Tigard to land use law. According to the speaker,
the two cases move the analysis in the proper direction by placing constraints on city
planners who would require land owners to forfeit property rights as a condition for
permission to improve their property. The speaker advocates that the cost of what a
government wants to accomplish should be distributed evenly among those who
benefit, and not be borne exclusively by one land owner as a condition for a building
permit. In addition, the benefit that the land owner receives as a result of the
government action should also be figured into the calculation.

Dolan v. City of Tigard: Brief for the Institute for Justice as Amicus
Curiae in Support of Petitioner
493
Richard A. Epstein and William H. Mellor III ............
Legal Limits on Development Exactions: Responding to Nollan and
Dolan
513
Mark W. Cordes ................................
Recent years have seen a dramatic rise in the use of exactions as a land use control
device and as a revenue source for local governments. Although the validity of
exactions have traditionally been left to state courts, in a 1987 decision, Nollan v.
California Coastal Commission, the Supreme Court required that an "essential nexus"
exist between development impact and any required dedication. Seven years later, in
Dolan v. City of Tigard, the Court expanded this requirement by holding that "rough
proportionality" must exist between impacts and exactions. This article examines
recent Dolan decision and the impact it will have on land use law. After first
examining the Nollan and Dolan decisions, the article then addresses three major
issues left after Dolan: (1) when does the new test apply? (2) what impact will Dolan
have on state law standards? and (3) what exactions appear to be most at risk under
the Dolan test?

Development Impact Fees: A Review of Contemporary Techniques for
Calculation, Data Collection and Documentation
557
..........
Roger K. Dahlstrom ....................
This article discusses the consequences that the United States Supreme Court decision
in Dolan v. City of Tigard has had on the ability of local land use regulators to
impose development inpact fees. The author notes that Dolan allows local land use
regulators to utilize a "rough proportionality" test for determining the amount of
development impact fees that may be assessed, and the author provides cogent
examples of calculating and documenting such fees in the city of Elgin, Illinois.

Planned Unit Development and Takings Post Dolan
Clyde W. Forrest ................................ 571
Growing tensions between government efforts to require private property use or
development in ways that promote the health, safety, and general quality of life within
our communities are exacerbated by the so-called "Takings" cases. In Dolan v. City
of Tigard, the United States Suprene Court declared a local condition of approval of
a development permit to be insufficiently supported by the findings of the city. This
article discusses how this decision seriously undermines the traditional presumption
of validity of local Planned Unit development permit decisions and imposes a level of
proof about such conditions which may result in denials of good development
proposals with solvable problems. Flexibility by local governments im permitting
valuable development while mitigating health and safety problems through specific
conditions tnist meet a "rough proportionality" test that imany smiall jirisdictionswill
be hard pressed to establish. Mutual realization by local government and developers
of the downside of the "Takings" decisions will lead to improved use Planned Unit
Development amid other flexibility tools iilocal zoning and land use control.

Conditional Zoning in Illinois: Beast or Beauty?
Charles L. Siemon ............................... 585
Although courts have traditionally been skeptical of conditional zonig, the
fundamental and well taken grounds for such skepticism have been eclipsed by the
emergence of planning. Conditions which are inposed pursuant to a comprehensive
plat and are directed at achieving the goals of the plai are likely to be upheld,
particularly if they are designed to benefit the surrounding properties and to advance
the public welfare. A bilateral agreement which expressly or inpliedly commits a
zoning authority to a legally bimding promise is likely to be invalid. This article
examines Goffinet v. Christian County, the leading Illinois case oii both conditional
zoning and the importance of a comprehensive plain as a predicate for zoning.

Strange Economics of Land Use Law: From Euclid to Euclid
Ronald S. Cope .................................

611

This article reviews some of the major cases of twentieth centur, land use law. The
author points out that even if an econoiic analysis is applied to Dolan v. City of
Tigard, Dolan was ii a better economic position with the required exactions amid
therefore there was really no taking. in addition, the author contends that time
responsibility for the burden of increased public imiprovement should rest with those
who are in fact creating the need.

Desire for Community Growth in Northeastern Illinois as Reflected in
Annexation Agreements
Kimberly L. Sullivan .............................. 637
It has been argued that lliniois land use law gives municipalities within the State of
llitiois broad discretioi in iaking land use decisions. This beimg the case, the
question becomes whether such latitude actually results ii inequitable treatnient of
landowners across the state. To answer this question, recent annexation agreements
froni a sample of six Chicago area municipalities were examied to determine the
concessions and restrictions different municipalities place oi parcels of land being
annexed into their communities. While some interesting patterns aid relationships
existed aoniog the agreementsfromi the samuple connmuities, timeanalysis showed that
the anexation agreements were remarkably similar amid revealed evidence of neither
extraordinarily restrictive nor overly accounniodating treatment of annexing
landowners.
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Richard M. Guerard .............................. 651
Comments
Procrustean Jurisprudence: An Austrian School Economic Critique of
the Separation and Regulation of Liberties in the Twentieth Century
United States
Joseph Becker .................................. 671
Hohnes' dissent in Lochner disparaging economics as a touchstone for liberty started
this
nation down the procrustean path ofjurisprudentialdisaster. Soon thereafter, the
United States Supreme Court began separating so-called economic libertiesfrom those
later "identified" as fiudameintal. Ludwig Van Mises, Austrian School economist,
foresaw that "as soon as the economic freedon which the imarket economy grants to
its imeimbers is removed, all political liberties and bills of rights become humnbug."
This article, relying upon principles of Mises. Rothbard, and other Austrian School
economists, argues that separation of economlic and findamnental liberties is
scientifically impossible aild concludes that the Court's artificial distinction between
them has resulted in nearly sixty-five years of hopelessly irreconcilable amnd
inept
decisions necessarily detrimental to all liberties.

Illinois' Confrontation With the Use of Closed Circuit Testimony in
Child Sexual Abuse Cases: A Legislative Approach to the Supreme
Court Decision of People v. Fitzpatrick
Michael G. Clarke ............................... 719
This comment discusses an accused's rights under the Illinois Confrontation Clause
and the need to protect child sexual abuse victims from the emotional trauma
associated with testifying in the preseiice of their abuser at trial. The author contends
that the use of closed circuit television is a valuable mieans of protecting childrenfromn
such traiuna without unduly infringing iupon an accused's right of confrontation.

Parity and the Litigation of Private Property Rights in the United
States and Germany: Evidence in Support of Chemerinsky's Litigant
Rights Principle
Timothy L. Gartin ................................ 747
This article reviews the stalemate in the parity debate as to whether state courts are
finctionally interchangeable in their likelihood to protect federal comstitutional rights
in general and private property rights in particular. The article then summarizes
Professor Chenerinsky's litigant choice principle as a meansfor resolving the debate.
A comparison with the German judicial system yields support for the litigant choice

principle.

